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La leçon se déroule en anglais. Elle est suivie d’un entretien en français. 

 

 
  

  

  

SUBJECT:  
 

 “THE MEANING OF ANAPHORIC EXPRESSIONS 

The traditional view of anaphoric expressions, though one that has increasingly come under 
attack, is that such expressions are linked to other expressions in the same text, and that they 

take their meaning from those other expressions.” 

 
Alan Garnham, Mental Models and the Interpretation of Anaphora. Hove: Psychology Press, 2001, 

p. 46. 

 
Discuss. 

 
Candidates will use relevant excerpts from the following corpus to address the above topic.  
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Excerpt 1 
And then this man lets our actress know that he feels just as strongly as she does. 

Primetime Live, 18/02/2011 
 
Excerpt 2 

Choose shoes that are well-ventilated. Walking shoes with mesh sections or perforated leather are 

good choices. Make sure your shoes dry out completely overnight. Air out removable innersoles. 

Stuff soaked shoes with newspaper and put them near - not on - a heat source. Or, have more 
than one pair of shoes and wear a different pair on alternate days. After a workout, change out of 

your sweat-dampened shoes and socks. And if you walk to work, change into fresh footwear once 

you get there. 
Gloria McVeigh, Prevention 42, 1990 

 

Excerpt 3 
The same was true about the tales that Elijah had heard regarding Jefferson Keys - "Big Medicine," 

the Indians would term him - a man of Homeric deeds during the war for, and against, the 

Confederacy - scout, spy, Custer's hammer, and later, Juarez's strategist in the liberation of Mexico 
from Maximilian's stranglehold. A man who could perform miracles with dynamite - destroy an 

entire village with one stick, and leave only the church standing. 
Andrew J. Fenady, The Trespassers, 2008  

  

Excerpt 4 

I continued to feel smug about my savvy bicycle choice, though after a while I couldn't help 
noticing that at road races, nobody seemed to be enjoying themselves. The electronic training 

devices were becoming increasingly complex, and when people weren't scowling at them they were 

scowling at each other.  
Eben Weiss, Bicycling, 2011 

 

Excerpt 5 
But the main important thing is climbing, and climbing mountains, and climbing Everest, is a fight - 

maybe not a fight, it's testing yourself against nature, and this adventurous type of thinking, I 

think, should be - should survive. What happens on Everest, only on Everest. You don't talk about 

all these other 8,000 peaks. It's not real. It's not real, because, you know, nobody wants to do this 
by himself, he wants help. And this is - I think, I think, you know, truly spoken. It's not - this is not 

adventure.  
‘Scaling Everest’, CNN Live, 29/05/2003 

 

Excerpt 6 

As they observe their children with the tutor, parents become aware of both the teaching and 
learning processes, and they often undertake activities on their own to reinforce the tutoring.  

The mother of 5-year-old Juan, for example, watched carefully as the home tutor worked with her 

oldest son. A very intelligent and attentive child, Juan had started to reverse the letters "d" and "b" 
and the tutor had brought special remedial material targeted to this particular reading problem. 

She explained to Juan's mother that this was a commom problem and often disappeared with extra 

help.  
T. Waxler & N. Thompson, ‘Easing the transition from preschool to kindergarten’, Children Today 19, 1990  

 

Excerpt 7 
Add the juices and stock and boil rapidly over high heat, scraping up coagulated juices (deglazing 

the pan) with a wooden spoon. Let the liquid reduce to about 3/4 to 1 cup. Then strain it. Carve 

the chicken at this point unless you are going to carve it at the table. 
Alan Sverdlik, ‘A Cook is Born’, Atlanta Journal Constitution, 16/09/1993  

 

Excerpt 8 
Dosamai says, "In a year she'll be gone. It makes me yearn for a third child." She shifted in bed to 

get a closer look at my face. "That's a selfish thought, isn't it?" "No. It's a very human thought." 

"Murder's a human thought. But it's not a good one to have." She wasn't arguing. She was thinking 

out loud, her voice wandering into sleep. I thought about the idea. 
Charles Oberndorf, Writers of the Future, 2010 
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Excerpt 9 
He opened his mouth to utter a cheery "Good morning," but was arrested mid-word by the 

collective gasp of all three of the women as they turned to look at him. He looked down at himself 

and saw that, over his suit, he had pulled a sleeveless party dress of flamboyant orange silk. 
Levi S. Peterson, ‘The Dream’, Dialogue, 2011 

 

Excerpt 10 

"Should I bring you to the nurses?" she asked when Mrs. Aspen was safe; but as soon as she'd said 
it she wished she hadn't. They'd blame it all on her.  

"I'm fine. Don't you worry." Mrs. Aspen waved her hand weakly and at the same time stiffly, 

humiliated in front of a black person, and Linda saw that she wanted her to leave and go 
somewhere else.  

When she checked two hours later Mrs. Aspen was still inside the bathroom in the wheelchair, chin 

on her chest. Not moving at all. "Mrs. Aspen?" She went closer. Sometimes they died. But what if 
she'd caused it, not catching her in time when she'd fallen? 

Douglas Gilmore Power, ‘The Orderly’, Triquarterly 99, 1997 

 
Excerpt 11 

After the patient has completed the cycle for the selected pattern and rested as necessary, the 

pattern may be repeated (at the same or higher speed), or the patient can be switched to a more 
difficult one. This decision may be based on feedback on the patient's performance provided by the 

system. 
Journal of Rehabilitation Research & Development 28, 1991 

 

Excerpt 12 

You going to say anything, the policemen pleaded, but he would not. So they left, ignoring the 
protests of the injured photographer.  

Daniel Alarcon, ‘The Composer’, Virginia Quarterly Review, 2012 

 
Excerpt 13 

In 1944, during a frenzy of "purification" right after the Liberation, the founder of Renault was 

accused of collaboration. Friends urged him to leave the country, but Renault, furious about the 

allegations, was determined to prove his innocence. 
Jean Bond Rafferty, ‘Reversal of Fortune’, Town and Country, 2012 

 

Excerpt 14 
After the 2010 debacle in which the Republicans really gave the Democrats a real spanking, Barack 

Obama called Baker and asked him to come in and give him some advice. 
Fox Kilmeade, 18/06/2012 

 

Excerpt 15 

I watch Rhonda smile at the man beside her; he leans next to her, pointing at the band, making 
some small-talk joke. She nods and takes his hand, and I know she has agreed to dance with him. 

Brad Barkley, ‘The Properties of Stainless Steel’, Virginia Quarterly Review 75, 2009 

 
Excerpt 16 

CONCLUSION - Animation made it easier for preschoolers to guess the meaning of graphic symbols, 

although this was more pronounced for verbs than prepositions. This is an important finding in that 
strategies that enhance transparency reduce the teaching burden. 

Journal of Speech, Language & Hearing Research 55, 2012 

 
Excerpt 17 

I know very few men who have earned the right to call themselves profeminists although I know 

quite a few who use the term. 
[Letter], Ms. 8, 1998 

 

 
 


